Granite fracture index to check suitability of granite outcrops for quarrying
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Abstract

A correct knowledge of fracture patterns previous to quarrying is important for economical exploitation. This work comprises the general characterization of the discontinuities of 10 granite rock masses in NE Portugal. During the study some discontinuity characteristics such as orientation, persistence, aperture, trace length and spacing were evaluated. The differences in the characteristics of the selected granites were described, and the most important exploration factors were identified. In the granites studied, most of the joints are oriented from N10°E to N50°E, which is compatible with the regional fracture pattern. Concerning joint termination, the XX type is common, while the RR type is rare; the persistence index ranges from 3.5% to 25.4%. Closed joints are predominant in the granites studied (>72.4%), and openings of the others are about 1–2 mm as a result of superficial displacement of the granite blocks. The percentage of filled joints, usually by quartz and pegmatite, is different from one granite to another, but most are <20%. The average joint length ranges from 11.1 m in post-tectonics granites to 4.6 m in syntectonic granites. Joint spacing varies from 0.98 to 2.8 m with higher values in post-tectonic granites. Joint-space distributions of the granites studied are close to log-normal and exponential distributions. Volumetric joint count (Jv) ranges from 0.8 to 2.1 joints/m³ and is used for categorizing the places of each granite. The relationships between Jv and other joint characteristics, such as length, spacing and number of joint sets, were investigated. A Granite Fracturing Index (GFI) is introduced, computed on the basis of volumetric joint count, number of joint sets and true joint spacing. The GFI classification of studied places allows us evaluate the suitability for profitable exploitation.
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1. Introduction

Previous to quarrying, several types of detailed work in the field and in the laboratory have to be applied, and one of the most important assessments is fracture evaluation. Large blocks are required by industrial processing and the natural fracture pattern of the rock mass directly controls its large blocks yield capability. The systematic study of fracture patterns is important for evaluating the possibility of exploiting appropriate sized and qualified rock blocks — i.e., the exploitation viability. Several authors studied and quantified, in several places and for distinct rocks, the raw material exploitable as commercial blocks (Toyos et al., 1994; Tomašić, 1994; Sonmez et al., 2004). The fractures must be studied in all scales, from microfractures to regional faults, including their physical characteristics (spacing, filling, etc.) (I.S.R.M., 1978; Wang et al., 2003). The orientation of the joint sets in rock mass controls the shape of rock blocks and is
desirable two sub-vertical and perpendicular joint sets, because the natural blocks will be a cubic or parallelepiped shape. Randomly oriented joints, therefore, will affect the recovery of suitable blocks. The joint-trace length is one of the most important attributes for evaluating the geomechanical quality of rock mass, and for that reason, was studied by many authors (Cruden, 1977; I.S.R.M., 1978; Pahl, 1981; Xing and Guohua, 1990; Jimenez-Rodriguez and Sitar, 2006b; Pine et al., 2006). The joints tend to be isotropic, with the length along direction similar to the length along the dip direction (Robertson, 1970; Song, 2006). The type of joint termination permits classifying the persistence of the several joint sets present in the rock mass (I.S.R.M., 1978). Assuming discontinuities as circular (Priest, 1993), the joints of short length and terminating in rock outcrop or against other joints do not extend deeply inside the rock mass. In massive rocks, such as the granites studied, the influence of these joints in an eventual exploitation will not be significant. Field observations in granite quarries confirm the diminution of jointing at depth. Aperture and filling are not very important in the study of rock mass for quarry installation purposes. Joints with high apertures and/or filling denote their continuity, and these observations are important in joint-set identification. Roughness characteristics are related to mechanical properties (Jiang et al., 2006) but usually are not relevant in granite quarrying. The distance between joints with similar orientation (spacing) is one important factor in exploration and exploitation of natural stone, as the joint spacing controls the size of individual blocks in the rock mass. Simulating the division of a specified volume of rock by several joint sets is possible, using algorithms (Maerz and Gemm, 1996; Wang et al., 2003).

Granites are common in the north of Portugal, and some of them have been exploited as dimension stone. Geological approach is not usually utilized to choose new exploration areas and the consequences are not commercial explorations and environmental problems. The main purpose of this study is evaluating the suitability to provide commercial blocks of 10 granites from NE Portugal by studying the main fracture characteristics. We point out the similarities and the differences in discontinuity characteristics, such as orientation, length, joint termination, aperture, filling and spacing, and recognize the factors that control their differences or similarities. A fracturation index based up on joint characteristics is proposed to make easier to compare several outcrops.

2. General properties of the granites studied

The granites studied locate in NE Portugal (Fig. 1) and are different types such as: post-tectonic and syntectonic granites of the third phase of the Hercynian orogeny. These granites are medium to coarse grained. Some of them have a porphyritic texture (Sousa et al., 2005), and others have been exploited for dimension stone (Sousa, 2000).

3. Methodology

Based upon observations conducted on the outcrops and aerial photographic interpretation (15:000 scale), we selected the more desirable sites for possible quarry installation, taking into consideration the degree of jointing, weathering, accessibility and available area. These selected sites must be sufficiently distant from regional faulting, where joint density is lower (Tansi et al., 2000; Greco and Sorriso-Valvo, 2005). These data, obtained by photo interpretation, are also important for evaluating the jointing in relation to regional fracture patterns. Data from the Pedras Salgadas and Mourã granites were acquired directly in quarries.

In all visible sub-vertical joints of previously selected places, orientation, length, aperture, filling, termination and spacing were evaluated (Fig. 2). Sub-horizontal jointing was not taken into account, because their influence on granite exploitation is not prejudicial. In granitic rocks the sub-horizontal joints are consequence of erosion and stress release, and their density decreases at depth. According to the data obtained in granite quarries in NE Portugal (Sousa, 2000; Morais, 2003) we understand that joints are essentially of the sub-vertical type. Data from quarries (Pedras Salgadas and Mourã granites) also include dip data. At all places a rock-mass area with at least 50 × 50 m² was selected (some reach 100 × 50 m²) where the fracture characteristics were systematically acquired. We use this methodology instead of the scan-line method (or another method) because the density and joint orientation are not random; then we acquired data from all visible fractures. In the outcrops of 8 granites we selected 80 places and also 14 quarries in the Pedras Salgadas and Mourã granites, and collected data from 12,067 joints. In quarries, we also obtained the dips, but it was impossible to know the termination types.

The achievement of these data was influenced by the cleanliness of rock surfaces, which is dependent on the local humidity, the season of the year and the topography. The presence of lichens, which are common, and the presence of coating obscured the joint visibility, especially for determining length and termination. Special attention should be devoted to this process so as not to reach erroneous conclusions; experience in rock-outcrop observation and data acquiring is fundamental at this stage.
Joint orientation was the most difficult parameter to obtain because of both the conditions referred to and the lack of a third direction of observation (observations on rock surfaces do not allow viewing the dip directions). For these reasons, we only get the joint direction by observing their trace on rock surfaces. Based on joint
directions, we can identify the principal joint sets. According to several authors, the frequency is significant when superior at $E + 2^*S$ (Davis, 1986) ($E$ is the weighted frequency and $S$ is the standard deviation).

Joint-set identification by this method is simple and avoids more complex analysis like the one proposed by Jimenez-Rodrigues and Sitar (2006a). For the granites studied, however, joint-set identification was simple because the joints are grouped in distinguishable sets.

Persistency of joints is characterized by their termination in accordance with the procedure suggested by I.S.R.M. (1978). According to this procedure, rock ($R$), where the termination occurs in rock; discontinuity ($D$), where the joint ends in another joint; and uncertain ($X$), where the joint does not end in a visible rock surface. On the basis of the number of terminations of each type, the termination or persistency index was achieved (I.S.R.M., 1978), notated below as $J_p$.

True joint spacing was measured for each joint set, like those illustrated in Fig. 2, and their respective average values were computed. For discontinuity characterization at each place where joint sets were identified, several parameters such as volumetric joint count ($J_v$), number of joint sets ($J_n$), overall average joint spacing ($J_s$), average joint length ($J_l$) and joint persistence ($J_p$) were calculated.

A volumetric joint count ($J_v$) was proposed by I.S.R.M. (1978) and is useful for assessing block sizes. $J_v$ was computed in accordance with the suggestions of Palmström (1982) (Eq. (1)), using all true spacing data.

### Table 1
Joint azimuth summary in granites under study (abbreviations can be found in Fig. 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRANITES</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>TE</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>VG</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>ZE</th>
<th>AR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth</td>
<td>$E + 2^*S$ (%)</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s1 mode (%)</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2 mode (%)</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>azimuth (°)</td>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>80–90</td>
<td>90–100</td>
<td>140–150</td>
<td>60–70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3 mode (%)</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>azimuth (°)</td>
<td>130–140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$n$ — number of joints; $E + 2^*S$ — threshold of significant frequency; s1, s2, s3 — joint sets.
obtained from the rock-surface method instead of from the scan-line method:

\[
J_v = \frac{1}{S_1} + \frac{1}{S_2} + \frac{1}{S_3} + \ldots
\]  

where \( S_1, S_2, S_3 \) are the average joint spacing, obtained by measuring in a perpendicular direction to each discontinuity set (1, 2, and 3). Subhorizontal joints, where widely spaced (usually the case), are not negative for quarry exploitation, and only sub-vertical joints were
used in the determination of Jv. Jn is defined as the number of joint sets in Jv computation. The average joint spacing \((J_s)\) is based on the overall spacing data and also includes the data of random joints — i.e., joints not included in a particular set (Eq. (2)): 

\[
J_s = \frac{\sum s_i}{N_s}
\]  

where \(s_i\) is the true average spacing and \(N_s\) is the number for data spacing. Average joint length is obtained from the trace lengths on the rock surface (Eq. (3)): 

\[
J_l = \frac{\sum l_i}{N_l}
\]  

where \(l_i\) is the joint-trace length, and \(N_l\) the number for data length (usually equal to the number of joints). Joint persistence is defined as the percentage of termination in rock \((R)\) relative to the total of terminations \((\sum R + \sum D + \sum X)\) (I.S.R.M., 1978) (Eq. (4)): 

\[
J_p = \frac{N_R}{2N}
\]

where \(N_R\) is the number of terminations on rock mass, and \(N\) is the number of joints.  

### 4. Results and discussion

Because of the large number of sites studied, a general-results analysis was carried out to compare the different granites. However, the number of sites studied and joints mapped vary from granite to granite, and any conclusions must consider this fact.

#### 4.1. Joint orientation

In the granites studied, most joints fall within an orientation of N10°E to N50°E (Table 1 and Fig. 3). This pattern is compatible with regional fracturing, which was predominantly shaped by NNE–SSW structures of tectonic origin (Lourenço et al., 2002). Two most important regional faults of NE Portugal, such as the Vila Real Fault and the Vilariça Fault, are locate near of the granite masses investigated (see Fig. 1). The association between local and regional fracturing is not always clear because a large number of secondary faults with distinct orientation, and the jointing reflects this fact (Gamond and Giraud, 1982). In some places joints are linked to these secondary faults and the major ones are not identified in rock mass jointing. In adjacent places under the tectonic influence of the same regional faults, it is possible to observe different patterns.
of jointing. This situation is common and has been verified by several authors (Lisboa, 1998).

Primary granite joints are linked with magmatic processes and are directly related to their fluid structures (Balk, 1937; Marre, 1986; Pitcher, 1993). Transverse joints were formed previously and were filled frequently by residual magmatic liquids that were the source of aplitic and pegmatitic materials (Marre, 1986). The longitudinal jointing is parallel to the fluidity (Dutartre, 1982), and their identification allow us classify the joints.

Syntectonic regional granites of NE Portugal show a clear magmatic lineation with strikes of N40°–60°W (Matos, 1991; Sousa, 2000). Thus, in this region the granites should present two joint sets of primary origin: N40°–60°W, parallel to the magmatic lineation, and N30°–50°E, perpendicular to the magmatic lineation. The last set is not easily visible because of the presence of the NNE–SSW secondary tectonic fractures, which are superimposed on the magmatic fractures. When we analyze the data from each site, however, these relationships can be seen more clearly.

4.2. Joint persistency

In the granites, the XX type joint persistency is more common, and the RR type is in minority (Table 2). XX type joints are usual in Lousa-Larinho, Campelos, Zedes and Arejadouro granites and consequently the termination index is low. Joints are less persistent in the Chaves, Telões, Águas Santas and Vale das Gatas granites (17.5%<R<25.4%) as inferred from the proportion of joints with termination on rock mass (28.8%<R<41.6%).

A large proportion of joints with termination on rock mass and of short length possibly indicates a decrease in the density of fractures at depth, and therefore better conditions for rock exploitation, because joints tend to be circular where they terminate in rock and straight where they terminate in other joints (I.S.R.M., 1978). However, joints that terminate in rock mass (R type) can be adverse in rock exploitation because the natural subdivision of rock mass is not clear before quarry installation and even during the exploitation process. In Chaves, Telões, Águas Santas and Vale das Gatas granites R joint type is common and these granites are more suitable for quarrying.

4.3. Aperture and joint-trace length

Aperture is one of the discontinuity parameter evaluated difficultly in some investigated places because of the soil cover. Closed joints are predominant in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint attribute</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>TE</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>VG</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>ZE</th>
<th>AR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Termination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DX</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>14.18</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>12.18</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>9.92</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total average</td>
<td>10.38</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Observation in quarries; there is no termination data.
Fig. 4. Joint spacing distribution in studied granites (Chaves and Pedras Salgadas granites: exponential best-fit; others granites: log-normal best-fit).
the granites studied (>72.4%) (Table 3). Open joints in investigated granites, about 1–2 mm wide, have resulted from superficial displacement of the rock blocks. The proportion of filled joints with quartz and pegmatite of millimeter-size differ along investigated granites, but is usually <20%.

Chaves (10.4 m) and Telões (11.1 m) granites have high average values of joint length, differing from the other granites. Since these two granites are post-tectonic their outcrop areas are large and joints length reproduces this fact. Arejadouro (4.6 m), Águas Santas (5.1 m) and Louisa-Larinho (5.4 m) granites presents smaller joint length (Table 4).

The XX joints cross the visible rock outcrop and therefore exhibit the largest possible length. RR joints type are shorter because they have both ends in the rock outcrop. The ratio between the average joint length of XX and RR types is approximately 2 in investigated granites.

Closed joints are shorter while open undetermined joints are longer. This difference probably reflects the visibility of joints, since opened joints and/or with soil cover are more distinguishable in rock surface. The same reason could be used to justify the length difference among the joints with and without filling (differences from 8.1%, in the Telões granite, to 66.4%, in the Vale das Gatas granite).

4.4. Joint spacing

Spacing values give us a rough idea about the fracture density of rock mass but not take in consideration the number and geometry of joint sets. Post-tectonic granites (Chaves — CH, Pedras Salgadas — PS and Telões — TE) are less fractured and have the greatest joint spacing. The Vale das Gatas (VG), Zedes (ZE), Mourão (MO) and Louisa-Larinho (LL) granites also have high spacing values despite belong to the post-tectonic group. The others granites (Águas Santas — AS, Campelos — CA and Arejadouro — AR) have low values of joint spacing (Table 5).

|-----------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------
| Very large blocks           | <1.0                            | >25                             |
| Large blocks                | 1–3                             | 1–25                            |
| Medium blocks               | 3–10                            | 0.025–1                         |
| Small blocks                | 10–30                           | 0.001–0.025                     |
| Very small blocks           | >30                             | <0.001                          |

Table 7 Block size as a function of Jv value (García, 1996)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jv</th>
<th>Indication of block size</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1.7</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Optimum</td>
<td>block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>No commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2.2</td>
<td>Not acceptable</td>
<td>block</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a difference between the average and the median spacing, as the data spacing does not follow a normal distribution law, as can be seen in Fig. 4. Similar distributions were obtained at the sites studied.

Two statistical tests, the K–S (Kolmogorov–Smirnov) and the $\chi^2$ (chi-square), were used for seeking the fit to the normal, log-normal, exponential and gamma distributions using specific software (Statsoft, 1993). Mathematical expressions of these distributions and the procedure for conducting these statistical tests can be found in statistical publications (Davis, 1986).

Joint spacing distributions best-fit to log-normal and exponential distributions, with different probabilities, and these results confirm that distributions rarely fit into the normal type as stated by several authors (Priest, 1993; Hudson and Harrison, 1997). Bibliographic research confirms the prevalence of exponential and log-normal distributions (Priest and Hudson, 1976; Hudson and Priest, 1979; Priest and Hudson, 1981; Sen and Kazi, 1984; Grossmann, 1988; Ericsson and Ronge, 1988; Kulatilake, 1988; Priest, 1993; Froldi and Tебaldi, 1995; Hadjigeorgiou et al., 1995; Abu-Zei and Vuillermin, 1997; Hudson and Harrison, 1997). Gamma and Weibull distributions are less numerous (Rouleau and Gale, 1985; Bardsley et al., 1990; Kulatilake et al., 1993), and normal distributions are unusual. Fractal-type distributions were recently identified (Boadu and Long, 1994; Gumiel and Baltuille, 1998).

Fig. 5. Distribution of volumetric joint count in studied granites (abbreviations can be found in Fig. 3).
4.5. Fracture indices and joint characteristics

Several indices were proposed for evaluating rock-mass fracturing (I.S.R.M., 1978; Castaing and Rabu, 1981; Priest, 1993; Pettifer and Fookes, 1994; Toyos et al., 1994; Sadagh and Sen, 1996; Palmström, 2001; Nefeslioglu et al., 2006), and we applied the volumetric joint count, Jv (I.S.R.M., 1978; Palmström, 1982). Jv is used for evaluation of rock-mass potential to supply ornamental blocks of appropriate size (Tables 6 and 7).

Despite the different numbers of evaluated sites, the Águas Santas granite has the larger Jv variation and the most adverse conditions, whereas the Telões and Zedes granites have lower Jv values (Fig. 5). Post-tectonic granites (Chaves, Pedras Salgadas and Telões) do not have similar Jv values, because the Pedras Salgadas granite contains some places with high Jv values. All granites contain places having adverse conditions to commercial exploitation (see Table 7).

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the volumetric joint count (Jv) and the number of joint sets used for their calculation; obviously, Jv increases together with the number of joint sets. Areas with more than two joint sets are not suitable for quarry development because the Jv value is >2.0, the threshold for obtaining commercial blocks (Garcia, 1996).

Spacing data for each area can provide a view of rock-mass fracturing, and Jv value is compatible with commercial blocks where the average joint space is >2.0 m (Fig. 7). However, a global spacing value <2.0 m does not turn impossible the exploitation.

An inverse relationship between the average joint spacing and the number of sets results with an increase of fracture density and a decrease in average spacing (Fig. 8). Joint length is also linked with joint spacing, and for a length <5 m the average joint spacing is <2 m, the limit for commercial block exploitation (Fig. 9).

Taking into consideration the Jv threshold proposed by Garcia (1996), it is possible to state conditions for exploitation of commercial blocks. These conditions are as follows: If Jv <2.0, the number of joint sets should be <3, and the average length preferably >5 m. If the average joint spacing (all spacing data) is >2.0 m, the Jv value is suitable for exploitation, although a lower value does not necessarily imply that the site should be rejected. These results are only indicative, as the number of studied places varies from granite to granite.
No relationship was recognized between the persistence index and the other discontinuity characteristics (Fig. 10). However, as the Jv increase, the maximum values of the persistence index decrease. With an increase in the fracture density (Jv increase), the joints are more persistent, and therefore fewer terminate in rock mass.

To overcome dealing with several data we propose a Granite Fracturing Index (GFI), based upon average granite values of volumetric joint count, average number of joint sets and average joint spacing, as follows:

$$GFI = 0.5 \times \left( 1 - \frac{Jv}{1.5} \right) + 0.2 \times \left( 1 - \frac{Jn}{2} \right) + 0.3 \times \left( \frac{Js}{1.7} - 1 \right)$$

The weights proposed for factors of Eq. (5) take in consideration the importance of the factors in rock exploration. Considering the average values found in studied granites, \(Jv = 1.5\) joints/m³, \(Jn = 1.9\) joints and \(Js = 1.7\) m, the GFI expression will be:

$$GFI = 0.5 \times \left( 1 - \frac{Jv}{1.5} \right) + 0.2 \times \left( 1 - \frac{Jn}{2} \right) + 0.3 \times \left( \frac{Js}{1.7} - 1 \right)$$

Two perpendicular joint sets would be the normal situation on granitic rocks, and Jn always takes a natural value; therefore, we use Jn/2 in the second term of the GFI expression. GFI tends toward zero when joint characteristics fall to average values, negative values being worse and positive values better. A scattering of results allows comparing more properly the several sites of a particular granite, improving the probability of making a better choice for establishing a quarry. Nevertheless, some redundancy is inherent by using correlated parameters in GFI determinations.

Fig. 11 shows the average data obtained by Eq. (6). Post-tectonic granites (Chaves — CH, Telões — TE and Pedras Salgadas) always have a GFI >0; the Pedras Salgadas granite has lower GFI values that possibly are related to a high quarry fracture density, as revealed by field work. The Águas Santas (AS) granite has a wide GFI distribution, which is consistent with fracture patterns observed in new quarries near the sites studied.

GFI is reliable for determining local areas that are suitable for dimension granite exploitation. However, GFI data can be considered a complete fracture concept only when the influence of each factor is understood. Graphical representation of the signal factors used for GFI computation makes it easier to compare places with similar GFI values (Fig. 12). Fig. 13 corresponds to an area in the Águas Santas (AS) granite where six places were studied. From this study it is possible to compare, for example, the GFI values in places 3 and 5 (Fig. 13). Those places have similar GFI’s, but place 3 has Jv and Js values smaller than average.

The application of this methodology for other granites and/or rocks should be made only after gaining a knowledge of fracture characteristics. Eq. (6) might need some modifications to represent the average characteristics of overall discontinuities.
5. Conclusions

In the granites studied, the joint patterns and the regional faulting are related to each other. N10°–40°E is the strike of the principal joint set identified in studied places, and this observation is in accordance with the tectonic fracture pattern of NE Portugal. The primary fracturing sets (N40°–60°W and N30°–50°E) are observed in some places.

XX joint type is the more common and the RR type the less frequent. The persistency index (Jp) varies from 3.3% (Lousa-Larinho granite) to 25.4% (Telões granite).

Fig. 13. Graphical representation of GFI factors in the Águas Santas granite (S. Bento area).
The joints of the post-tectonic granites are more lengthy than those of the syntectonic granites. The outcrops of post-tectonic granites are large and make possible the joint surveying in high areas while weathering, fracturing and soil cover avoid the observation in syntectonic granites.

The joint spacing data best fits the log-normal and exponential distributions. Post-tectonic granites have a low joint density and therefore higher values of joint spacing.

Volumetric joint count (Jv) improves the evaluation of the suitability to quarry development, but this method must be employed cautiously because is influenced by other variables. Joints with both ends in rock mass have a small influence on rock fracturing at depth, so the value of Jv will be high and not realistic. The number of joint sets also influences the Jv calculation, and are required less than three to profitable exploitation. Joint length preferably should be >5 m, and all places with joint spacing >2.0 m can be exploitable. These relationships provide useful information for exploration studies in these granites, but their extrapolation to other regions, rocks and tectonic settings must be avoid before acquire detailed information.

Granite Fracturing Index (GFI) was defined by integrating the most important joint characteristics in granite, such as average values of volumetric joint count, average number of joint sets and average joint spacing. The GFI is used as a tool for choosing the best sites for granite exploitation. The results provide a global vision of the fracture characteristics and their interrelationship enabling the best choice for quarry installation. The categorization of the studied sites is more important than any characteristic/index since turns possible to choose the best site from a group.

A final recommendation is necessary regarding the data-acquisition process. The method identifies all fractures in rock outcrops but requires an enormous amount of field work, and some experience is necessary for successful joint observation. Special care is required in the acquisition process of discontinuity characteristics to avoid some difficulties related to visibility of the joints, especially the closed ones and/or where the rock surface is covered by lichen.
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